Monthly Selected Acquisitions List

February 2022

Administrative Law

Judicial control of public administration in Afghanistan : a contextual analysis / Mirwais Ayobi. (Zürich : LIT, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KNF2720 .A96 2021

Biography

Being somebody & Black besides : an untold memoir of midcentury Black life / George B. Nesbitt ; edited by Prexy Nesbit and Zeb Larson ; with an original foreword by St. Clair Drake and a contemporary foreword by Imani Perry. (Chicago : The University of Chicago Press, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection E185.97.N47 A3 2021

Business Organizations

An international guide to corporate internal investigations / Mark Beardsworth, Patrick Hanes, Ibtissem Lassoued, Saverio Lembo, and Frances McLeod, editors ; foreword by Sally Yates. (Chicago, Illinois : American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K5216 .I58 2021

U.S. mergers and acquisitions : legal and financial aspects / Felix Lessambo. (Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KF1477 .L47 2021

Citizenship

Dual citizenship and naturalisation : global, comparative and Austrian perspectives / Rainer Bauböck and Max Haller (eds). (Vienna : Austrian Academy of Sciences Press, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K7128.D8 D78 2021
**Civil Practice & Procedure**

*Time's up: a manual of the statutes of limitations in Minnesota for civil litigators* / prepared and published by MSBA. Minnesota State Bar Association. Civil Litigation Section, (Minneapolis, MN : Civil Litigation Section, Minnesota State Bar Association, [2022])

TC Law Library Reserve KFM5936.L5 T56x 2022
TC Law Library Reference Office; KFM5936.L5 T56x 2022

**Commercial Law**

*Extraterritoriality of EU economic law: the application of EU economic law outside the territory of the EU* / Nuno Cunha Rodrigues, editor. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2021])

TC Law Library General Collection KJE2045 .E98 2021


Second edition.

TC Law Library General Collection KF1028 .B37 2021

**Comparative Law**

*Comparative law in Warsaw, 1800-1835* / O. V. Kresin; edited and translated by William Elliott Butler. (Clark, New Jersey : Talbot Publishing, [2021])

TC Law Library General Collection KKP470 .K74 2021

**Constitutional Law**


TC Law Library General Collection KF4772 .R677 2021

*American citizenship and constitutionalism in principle and practice* / edited by Steven F. Pittz and Joseph Wesley Postell. (Norman : University of Oklahoma Press, [2022])

TC Law Library General Collection KF4552 .A44 2022


https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51893691220001701

*Constitutional law and federations* / Iacovos Kareklas. (Lanham : Lexington Books, [2021])

TC Law Library General Collection KJN237.3 .K37 2021

*Courting constitutionalism: the politics of public law and judicial review in Pakistan* Moeen Cheema (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51899541550001701
**Constitutional Law (cont’d)**

Courts and judicial activism under crisis conditions: policy making in a time of illiberalism and emergency constitutionalism Martin Belov (editor) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51893675640001701

TC Law Library General Collection KF4550 .S373 2021

Peace, discontent and constitutional law: challenges to constitutional order and democracy Martin Belov (editor) Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51888569780001701

Securing civil rights: freedmen, the Fourteenth Amendment, and the right to bear arms / Stephen P. Halbrook. (Oakland, California : Independent Institute, 2021.) Updated edition.
TC Law Library General Collection KF4749 .H34 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KJP5607 .K67 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KD3989 .L49 2021

The law and politics of unconstitutional constitutional amendments in Asia Rehan Abeyratne (editor) ; Ngọc Sơn Bùi (editor) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51899241260001701

Towards a people's constitution for Botswana / Oagile Bethuel Key Dingake ; foreword by Yash Ghai. (Chennai, Tamil Nadu : Notionpress.com, 2020.)
TC Law Library General Collection KQK171 .D56 2020

**Contracts**

TC Law Library General Collection KJE1640 .H473 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KD1610 .S53 2021
Courts

Court Number One, the Old Bailey: the trials and scandals that shocked modern Britain / Thomas Grant. (London: John Murray, 2020.)
TC Law Library General Collection KD370 .G73 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KD9480 .G74 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KF8742 .G743 2021

Presidential Commission on the Supreme Court of the United States final report ([Washington, D.C.] : [Presidential Commission on the Supreme Court of the United States], [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KF8742 .U6 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KE8265 .F43 2021

TC Law Library Reference Office KF8742 .S914 2021

COVID-19

Coronavirus and the law in Europe E. H. Hondius 1942- (editor) ; Marta Santos Silva (editor) ; Andrea Nicolussi (editor) ; Pablo Salvador Coderch (editor) ; Christiane Wendehorst (editor) ; Fryderyk Zoll (editor) Cambridge ; Antwerp ; Chicago : Intersentia 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51899541760001701

Criminal Law & Procedure

TC Law Library General Collection KF9325 .H53 2021

Consent, stealthing and desire-based contracting in the criminal law Brianna Jade Chesser (author) ; Nadia David (author) ; April Zahra (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900753070001701
Criminal Law & Procedure (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection KD8035 .H38 2021

On your feet : criminal law practice in the parish courts in Jamaica / Nadine C. Atkinson-Flowers ; with a foreword by Paula V. Llewellyn. (Kingston ; Miami : The Caribbean Law Publishing Company, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KGT450 .A985 2021

Remorse and criminal justice : multi-disciplinary perspectives Steven Tudor (editor) ; Richard Weisman (editor) ; Michael Proeve (editor) ; Kate Rossmanith (editor) Abingdon, Oxon UK ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51899228090001701

The quest for core values in the application of legal norms : essays in honor of Mordechai Kremnitzer / Khalid Ghanayim, Yuval Shany, editors. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K5018 .Q84 2021

Cultural Property

Regulating transnational heritage : memory, identity, and diversity Merima Bruncevic (author) New York, NY : Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51895479910001701

Culture and Law

Law and culture : reconceptualization and case studies / Mateusz Stępień, Jan Bazyli Klakla, editors. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection K487.C8 L38 2022

Data Protection

Cyber security, artificial intelligence, data protection & the law / Robert Walters, Marko Novak. (Singapore : Springer [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K3264.C65 W358 2021

TC Law Library Reserve; KF1263.C65 M5745 2022
Dispute Resolution

Draft statute of the Multilateral Investment Court / Marc Bungenberg, August Reinisch. (Baden-Baden : [Vienna, Austria] : [Zurich, Switzerland] : Nomos ; 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection K3830 .B86 2021

The legitimacy of investment arbitration: empirical perspectives Daniel Behn 1974- (editor) ; Ole Kristian Fauchald (editor) ; Malcolm Langford (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51902571280001701

Domestic Relations

TC Law Library General Collection KF535 .G65 2021

The family law professional's field guide to high-conflict litigation: dynamics, not diagnoses / Benjamin D. Garber, Ph.D.; Dana Prescott, J.D., L.M.S.W., Ph.D.; Chris Mulchay, Ph.D. (Chicago, Illinois : American Bar Association, Family Law Section, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection KF505 .G37 2022

Election Law

TC Law Library General Collection KF4905 .S33 2022

Energy Law

TC Law Library General Collection K3981 .E5573 2021

Environmental Law

TC Law Library General Collection K3585 .B69 2021

Environmental groups and legal expertise: shaping the Brexit process / Carolyn Abbot and Maria Lee. (London : UCL Press, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KJE6242 .A33 2021
Equality

Economic freedom and social justice: the classical ideal of equality in contexts of racial diversity / Wanjiru Njoya. (Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection HM821 .N56 2021

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51901105580001701

Evidence

Culture as judicial evidence: expert testimony in Latin America / edited by Leila Rodriguez. (Cincinnati, Ohio: University of Cincinnati Press [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KG514 .C85 2021

Food & Drug Law

TC Law Library General Collection KJE6191 .R68 2021

Transnational narratives and regulation of GMO risks / Giulia Claudia Leonelli. (Oxford; London; New York; New Delhi; Sydney: Hart, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection K3927 .L46 2021

Government & Politics

"Beyond the law": the politics of ending the death penalty for sodomy in Britain / Charles Upchurch. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Temple University Press, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KD7976.S6 U63 2021

Performing power in Zimbabwe: politics, law, and the courts since 2000 / Susanne Verheul. (Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KTZ441 .V47 2021

Human Rights

Accountability and corporate human rights violations in tort and international law / Emmanuel K. Nartey. (Newcastle upon Tyne, UK: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection K1329.5 .N37 2021

Article by article: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights for a new generation / Johannes Morsink. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection K3238.31948 .M663 2022
Human Rights (cont’d)

China and human rights in North Korea: debating a developmental approach" in Northeast Asia Baogang He 1957- (editor) ; David Hundt (editor) ; Chengxin Pan (editor) S Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896881460001701

Dignity and international human rights law : an introduction to the Punta del Este Declaration on Human Dignity for everyone everywhere Brett G. Scharffs (author) ; Ewelina U Ochab (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51895990230001701

International human rights law : theory and practice / Riccardo Pisillo Mazzeschi. (Cham, Switzerland : [Turin, Italy] : Springer ; [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KZ1266 .P57 2021

Law, justice and human rights in India : short reflections / Kalpana Kannabiran ; with a foreword by Anand Teltumbde. (Hyderabad, Telangana, India : Orient BlackSwan, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KNS2095 .K36 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KD4080 .M375 2020 (1 copy, 0 available)

Rights of families of disappeared persons : how international bodies address the needs of families of disappeared persons in Europe Grażyna Baranowska (author) Cambridge : Intersentia 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51899541280001701

The challenge for energy justice : correcting human rights abuses / Raphael Heffron. (Cham : Palgrave Macmillan, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection HD9502.A2 H44 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KZ1266 .R54 2021

The Routledge handbook on extraterritorial human rights obligations Mark Gibney (editor) ; Gamze Erdem Türkelli 1983- (editor) ; Markus Krajewski 1969- (editor) London ; New York : Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51894196860001701
**Immigration**

[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900745050001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900745050001701)

Droit pénal et lutte contre les migrations irrégulières / Christelle Macq. (Bruxelles: La Charte 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KJK3023 .M33 2021

The Legal Aid Market: Challenges for Publicly Funded Immigration and Asylum Legal Representation / Jo Wilding. (Bristol, UK: Policy Press, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KD512 .W55 2021

**Intellectual Property**

Access to medicines and vaccines: implementing flexibilities under intellectual property law / Carlos M. Correa, Reto M. Hilty, editors. (Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection K1519.D78 A75 2022

Compulsory patent licensing and access to medicines: a silver bullet approach to public health? / Van Anh Le. (Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection K1519.D78 L4 2022

TC Law Library General Collection KF3155 .D727 2021 v.1-2

The copyright law of the People's Republic of China: understanding the development and functioning of the Chinese copyright law and the ongoing reform as well as the international influences from the early ages until now / Philine-Luise Pulst. (Zürich: Lit, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KNQ1160 .P85 2021

**International Law**

Africa's role and contribution to international criminal justice / edited by Jeremy Sarkin, Ellah T.M. Siang'andu. (Cambridge; Antwerp; Chicago: Intersentia, [2020])
TC Law Library General Collection KQC982.I57 A37 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KZ3900 .E44 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KZ7075 .D44 2022
International Law (cont’d)

Democracies and international law Tom Ginsburg (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51892823260001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51893170490001701

TC Law Library General Collection KZ5645.5.A98 S29 2022

Head of State Immunity under the Malabo Protocol : Triumph of Impunity over Accountability? Kobina Egyir Daniel (author) Leiden; Boston : Brill | Nijhoff 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51899356530001701

International law in public debate Madelaine Chiam (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898323790001701

International law in the transition to peace : protecting civilians under jus post bellum Carina Lamont (author) Abingdon, Oxon UK ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898228240001701

Multilayered structures of international criminal law / Hiromi Sato. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KZ7000 .S37 2021

Nationality of foundlings : avoiding statelessness among children of unknown parents under international nationality law / Mai Kaneko-Iwase. (Singapore : Springer, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K7128.S7 K36 2021

Negotiating the new START Treaty / Rose Gottemoeller. (Amherst, New York : Cambria Press, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KZ5662.32 .G68 2021

New interventionist just war theory : a critique Jordy Rocheleau (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York : Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898298010001701

Norm contestation, sovereignty and (ir)responsibility at the International Criminal Court : debunking liberal anti-politics / Emanuela Piccolo Koskimies. (Cham : Springer, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection JC327 .K67 2022
International Law (cont’d)

Nuclear weapons: law, policy, and practice Stuart Casey-Maslen (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51894509500001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900752770001701

TC Law Library General Collection KZ4282 .R48 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KZ2093 .C36 2021

The conflict in Syria and the failure of international law to protect people globally: mass atrocities, enforced disappearances, and arbitrary detentions Jeremy Sarkin (author) Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51899228580001701

The Kosovo Specialist Chambers; The last resort for justice in Kosovo?/ Maria Stefania Cataleta, Chiara Loiero; avant-propos: Ornella Ferrajolo; preface: Robert Kolb; postface: Fabián Raimondo, Renée de Geus. Cataleta, Maria Stefania (Beau Bassin, Mauritius: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KZ1208.K67 K67 2021

The Rohingya, justice and international law Kriangsak Kittichaisaree, 1958- (author) Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51899240010001701

Transforming the politics of international law: the Advisory Committee of Jurists and the formation of the world court in the League of Nations P. Sean Morris (editor) Abingdon, Oxon UK; New York, NY: Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51895483300001701

International Organizations

Functional responsibility of international organisations: the European Union and international economic law Emilija Leinarte (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898962410001701
International Organizations (cont’d)

Stabilization and human security in UN peace operations Alexander Gilder (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51899254370001701

International Trade

Cross-border data transfers regulations in the context of international trade law : a PRC perspective / Yihan Dai. (Singapore : Springer, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection K3943 .D35 2022

TC Law Library General Collection K3943 .R48 2021

Substance and style : WTO judicial decision-making in 'trade and ...' cases / Christiane Gerstetter. (Baden-Baden, Germany : Nomos, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection K3943 .G47 2021

Islamic Law

Islamic law and society : the practice of Iftâ' and religious institutions Emine Enise Yakar (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51893663380001701

Judges

Code of silence : sexual misconduct by federal judges, the secret system that protects them, and the women who blew the whistle / Lise Olsen. (Boston : Beacon Press, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KF8779 .O47 2021

Gender, Judging and the Courts in Africa : Selected Studies Edited By J. Jarpa Dawuni Taylor & Francis 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51902685270001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898176690001701

Women and the judiciary in the Asia-Pacific Melissa Crouch (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51895584890001701
Jurisprudence

Droit comparé et théorie générale du droit : notes sur quelques allers-retours aporétiques / Guillaume Tusseau. (Québec : Presses de l'Université Laval, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K230 .T87 2021

Jurisprudence of the PCIJ and of the ICJ on interim measures of protection / Ewa Salkiewicz-Munnerlyn. (The Hague : T.M.C. Asser Press, 2022.)
TC Law Library General Collection K235 .S25 2022

Le droit comme médiation : ou comment celui-ci anticipe ses propres failles / Pascal Richard. (Québec : Presses de l'Université Laval, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K260 .R53 2021

Juvenile Justice

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51895483550001701

The child before the court : judgment, citizenship, and the constitution / Timothy Barouch. (Tuscaloosa : The University of Alabama Press, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KF9794 .B37 2021

Law and Globalization

TC Law Library General Collection KQC575 .G56 2021

Law—Africa

The Routledge handbook of African law Muna Ndulo (editor) ; Cosmas Emeziem (editor) New York : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898298430001701

Law—Great Britain

TC Law Library General Collection KJE5086 .D84 2021
Law—Great Britain (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection KD354 .J83 2021

The UK'S withdrawal from the EU : a legal analysis / Michael Dougan. (Oxford, United Kingdom : Oxford University Press, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KD4015 .D68 2021

Law—Language

Law, language and the courtroom : legal linguistics and the discourse of judges Stanisław Goźdź-Roszkowski (editor) ; Gianluca Pontrandolfo (editor) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898289110001701

Law—Russia

TC Law Library General Collection KLB68 .B885x 2021

Law—Somalia

Shari'a, inshallah : finding god in Somali legal politics Mark Fathi Massoud (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51872286450001701

Law—Sweden

The Västgöta laws Thomas Lindkvist 1949- (translator, editor) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51890600840001701

Legal Education

Doctoral degree programs in law : an international and comparative study of the English-speaking world / Kenneth K. Mwenda. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection K100 .M84 2022

TC Law Library General Collection KF272.W64 Z65 2021
Legal Education (cont’d)

Thinking about clinical legal education: philosophical and theoretical perspectives Hugh McFaul (editor); Omar Madhloom (editor) Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900729110001701

Legal Research, Writing & Publishing

TC Law Library Reference Office KFA2475 .H47 2021

TC Law Library Reference Office KFL75 .A44 2021

TC Law Library Reference Office K85 .W65x 2021

TC Law Library Reserve KF250 .C53x 2022
TC Law Library Faculty Display; Soper

Literature & the Arts

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts PS3560.O775 C47 2020

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts PS6313.O775 A55 2021

Dying times / Darlene Madott. (Holstein, Ontario: Exile Editions Ltd, [2021])
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts PR9199.3.M3434 D95 2021

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts PS3558.O8 K57 2021

Modernism and the meaning of corporate persons / Lisa Siraganian. (Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University Press, 2020.)
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts PS228.L39 S57 2020
Literature & the Arts (cont’d)

The law in Cervantes and Shakespeare / by María José Falcón y Tella ; translation into English from El Derecho en Cervantes y Shakespeare by Deirdre B. Jerry. (Leiden ; Boston : Brill Nijhoff, [2021])
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts PQ6358.L3 F35 2021

Medical Law

Cross-Cultural and Religious Critiques of Informed Consent Edited By Joseph Tham, Alberto García Gómez, Mirko Daniel Garasic Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51894197280001701

Handbook of autism spectrum disorder and the law / Fred R. Volkmar, Rachel Loftin, Alexander Westphal, Marc Woodbury-Smith, editors. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer Nature Switzerland AG, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection RC553.A88 H36 2021

Practice of Law

Showing the value of the legal department : more than just a cost center / Sterling L. Miller. (Chicago, Illinois : ABA, American Bar Association Business Law Section, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection KF1425 .M538 2022

The Cambridge handbook of lawyering in the digital age Larry A DiMatteo (editor) ; Andre Janssen 1972- (editor) ; Pietro Ortolani (editor) ; Francisco de Elizalde (editor) ; Michel Cannarsa (editor) ; Mateja Durovic (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898261020001701

TC Law Library General Collection KF318 .L255 2021

Privacy

Early Modern Privacy : Sources and Approaches Michaël Green (editor) ; Lars Cyril Nørgaard (editor) ; Mette Birkedal Bruun (editor) Leiden; Boston : BRILL 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51902343970001701
Private Law

EU private law and the CISG: the effects for national law Zvonimir Slakoper (editor); Ivan Tot 1983- (editor); Sveučilište u Zagrebu (sponsoring body) Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51893677410001701

Japanese private international law / Kazuaki Nishioka and Yuko Nishitani. (Oxford; London; New York; New Delhi; Sydney: Hart, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KNX480 .N57 2021

Professional Ethics

Justice before the law / Michael Huemer. (Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KF306 .H84 2021

Rule of Law

TC Law Library General Collection K3171 .W33 2021

Sports & Recreation

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896091770001701

TC Law Library General Collection KF299.S66 H45 2022

Taxation

TC Law Library General Collection KF6289 .C865x 2022

Terrorism

TC Law Library General Collection K5256 .S75 2021
Terrorism (cont’d)

Tackling terrorism in Britain: threats, responses, and challenges twenty years after 9/11  Steven Greer 1956- (author) Abingdon, Oxon UK ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51894784970001701

Transitional Justice

Engaging displaced populations in a future Syrian transitional justice process: the peacebuilding-transitional justice nexus / Grace Mieszkalski, Benjamin Zyla. (Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KM440.7 .M54 2021

TC Law Library General Collection K5250 .E45 2019

Transitional Justice Theories, Mechanisms and Debates Hakeem O. Yusuf (editor); Hugo van der Merwe (editor) London : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51893125580001701

Trials

TC Law Library General Collection KF228.J43 S76 2021

Women

Litigating women: gender and justice in Europe, c.1300-c.1800 Teresa Phipps (editor); Deborah Youngs (editor) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51901106790001701